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and grown organically .    In December ,

we made the decision to close the

satellite and serve those STARS at our

Castle Rock location .

In the fall ,  Wellspring said goodbye to

our beloved friend ,  The Wellspring Café .

Through the generous gift of space in

the Emporium ,  our STARS were able to

learn to work in a café ,  wait tables and

serve customers .    While we were sad to

see this partnership end ,  we were

grateful for all that our STARS

experienced .

We ended the year with gratitude for

the generous support of our donors and

for the continued blessing of knowing

God is in the midst of all things .  Our

STARS continue to shine and show each

of us what a life well lived looks like .   

2019 was a year like no other for

Wellspring ,  With many great things to

celebrate and many challenges to

overcome .  True to the Wellspring spirit ,

our STARS ,  staff ,  volunteers and our

community rose to every challenge ,

continued to raise the standard of

what is possible for adults with special

needs ,  and truly sought to make

empowerment a reality here at

Wellspring and beyond .    

 

With the addition of new leadership ,

Wellspring ventured into new territory

and launched our first satellite in

Colorado Springs .    For 7 months ,  we

served 20 STARS in the Springs and

experienced the highs and lows of

starting something new .   We also

learned that what happens here at

Wellspring is best done in community 

Empowering the lives of Adults

with Special Needs



2019  ACCOMPLISHMENTS

125 STARS

SERVED

Our program grew by leaps and bounds with the

addition of new community partnerships ,  Orange

Theory ,  Castle Rock Adaptive Rec ,  30 Minute Hit ,  La

Quinta and Buff City Soaps .    Our program offerings

expanded with art therapy ,  mosaics ,  paint n '  sip ,

jewelry and photography classes .  The performing

arts program grew with the additional of a

classically trained performing arts teacher who

brought new classes like Page to Stage and Tech

Theater .

55 UNIQUE

CLASSES

OFFERED The addition of our Resource Coordination

department ensures that our STARS and their

families have the individual support and resources

they need .    Our Resource Coordinators also help

make sure each STAR is working towards achieving

THEIR goals !130

VOLUNTEERS

SERVED

8,248 HOURS 

Every staff member received individualized training

on each STAR ,  as well as being fully trained on our

reporting and goal tracking systems ,  waiver

definitions and med policies .  The result of these

trainings is an increased standard of person

centered service delivery .    



Paige happily drives down to Castle Rock with her friends in the
morning anticipating what each day will bring. We have found that
since attending, she has developed wonderful new skills which she
proudly tells us about. It is an impressive, well developed program
that is a based on a semester system that keeps her fully engaged in
activities she sincerely enjoys. She especially enjoys working in the
bakery, loves gardening and zoology and has learned to knit and sew.
Her back pack is consistently filled with beautiful crafts that she has
created at the Art Studio and during daily classes.  The important
thing to note is that there are no wasted opportunities to learn and
grow.  Her social skills have developed beautifully.
 
All the key elements of this wonderful program have been thoroughly
thought out and implemented with care.  There isn’t a day that Paige
arrives home without enthusiasm and telling us what a great day she
has had with friends and staff.  
-Paige's Mom

"Praise and thanks to the Lord that retirement
has allowed me to share with Wellspring my
TIME. The administrators, staff, and teachers
have created opportunities for me to help
STARS  enrich their God given talents to
increasingly higher levels by learning and
performing activities that they enjoy.  As a
volunteer,  I am filled with JOY watching each
master things like: increased verbal skills or sign
language, creating something with their hands,
using a sewing machine, or using their whole
body in dance or CrossFit. As I leave after a
class to head home, I actually feel "uplifted"  and
have a strong sense of being appreciated for
helping. -Volunteer Pat

Specially
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Adults

Raising

Standards

Our Volunteers Make a Difference

WE ARE WELLSPRING

We exist for our STARS:

The big thing about
Wellspring, I always say
is when I go there they
always cheer me up.  I
come out feeling so
wonderful.  
Love those STARS.
-Volunteer Carol


